Suspended droplets of cholesteric (chiral nematic) liquid crystals spontaneously rotate in the presence of a heat flux due to a temperature gradient, a phenomenon known as Lehmann effect. So far, it is not clear whether this effect is due to the chirality of the phase and the molecules or only to the chirality of the director field. Here, we report the continuous rotation in a temperature gradient of nematic droplets of a lyotropic chromonic liquid crystal featuring a twisted bipolar configuration. The achiral nature of the molecular components leads to a random handedness of the spontaneous twist, resulting in the coexistence of droplets rotating in the two senses, with speeds proportional to the temperature gradient and inversely proportional to the droplet radius. This result shows that a macroscopic twist of the director field is sufficient to induce a rotation of the droplets, and that the phase and the molecules do not need to be chiral. This suggests that one can also explain the Lehmann rotation in cholesteric liquid crystals without introducing the Leslie thermomechanical coupling -only present in chiral mesophases. An explanation based on the Akopyan and Zeldovich theory of thermomechanical effects in nematics is proposed and discussed.
Molecular rotors and motors [1] , such as the proteins that drive active self-organization in the cell cytoskeleton, are nanoscale entities that transform energy from a surrounding source into directed motion. Among the incipient man-made attempts at replicating such behavior, a remarkable example is endowed by chiral-nematic, or cholesteric, liquid crystals (CLC), whose director field can be set into rotation by gradients of scalar fields [2] . Recent experimental realizations include chemomechanical coupling both in Langmuir monolayers [3, 4] and in thin films of chiral molecules [5] , or electromechanical coupling in different bulk and disperse systems [6] [7] [8] , although the interpretation of the latter type of experiments often remains unclear [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Perhaps the best known among these intriguing non-equilibrium thermodynamic phenomena is the thermomechanical coupling, known as Lehmann effect, described in 1900 by Lehmann [14] , who reported the continuous rotation of the internal texture of CLC droplets in equilibrium with the isotropic phase, when they were subjected to a temperature gradient. In spite of the apparent simplicity of these observations, they remained experimentally elusive until recently [15] [16] [17] [18] .
From a theoretical perspective, Leslie's generalization of nematohydrodynamics to CLC [19, 20] demonstrated that the absence of mirror and inversion symmetries enable the induction of a torque on the CLC director by means of a thermal gradient. The assumption that this torque was responsible for the Lehmann effect became a paradigm in the literature. Recent results, however, show that the Leslie coupling cannot be entirely respon- * jignes@ub.edu † patrick.oswald@ens-lyon.fr sible for the Lehmann effect, in particular because the first one is tied to the macroscopic chirality of the phase, independently of the macroscopic twist q of the director field [21] [22] [23] [24] , whereas the second one crucially depends on q. This was evidenced by the fact that the Leslie coupling is still observable at the compensation temperature of a cholesteric phase where q = 0 [21] [22] [23] , whereas the Lehmann rotation disappears at this point [25, 26] . In addition, the Leslie torque and the rotation vector of the droplets are sometimes of opposite sign [24] . As a consequence, these two effects must be clearly distinguished even if both seem to come from the chirality of the phase and the molecules. An important question thus arises: can we observe the Lehmann and(or) Leslie effects in a phase -chiral or achiral-of a material made of achiral molecules? A part of the answer has been recently suggested by Brand et al [27] , who show theoretically that one might expect thermomechanical effects similar to the Leslie coupling of CLC in chiral phases of achiral molecules, such as those formed by banana-shaped molecules [28] . But this does not mean that a Lehmann effect can exist in these phases if the Leslie paradigm is wrong.
Here, we show that it is possible to observe the Lehmann rotation in a usual nematic LC, where both the molecules and the phase -of the D ∞h symmetry-are achiral. In the absence of molecular-level chiral induction, the required twist in the director field must be provided by topological constraints. For example, this can be the case inside tangentially anchored bipolar nematic droplets provided that the twist constant, K 2 , is much smaller than the splay and bend constants, K 1 and K 3 [29] . Experimentally, this condition is fulfilled in the nematic phase of the lyotropic LC made with aqueous suspensions of the food dye Sunset Yellow FCF (SSY) [30] , where twisted bipolar droplets nucleate in the coexistence region with the isotropic liquid. We recall that SSY is the commercial name of the disodium salt of 6-hydroxy-5-[(4-sulfophenyl)azo]-2-naphtalenesulfonic acid. The compound was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and purified by successive recrystallizations of saturated water solutions using ice-cold absolute ethanol. The wet precipitate was dried at 120
• C under vacuum during a day. Aqueous solutions of SSY (molar mass 452.37) were prepared with concentrations typically ranging between 0.88 and 1.0 mol/kg, which results in the nematic/isotropic coexistance above room temperature. Because of their flat central core of polyaromatic rings, SSY molecules tend to form aggregates by face-to-face stacking in water. These elongated aggregates may self-assemble into ordered mesophases, constituting the so-called lyotropic chromonic liquid crystals (LCLC) [31] .
In our experiments, the LCLC was contained in a rectangular cell of gap 110 µm, whose glass plates were spincoated with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and annealed at 120
• C for 1 hour in order to favor wetting of the walls by the isotropic phase. The cell was placed between the two transparent ovens of the experimental setup described in Ref. [15] . A red bandpass filter was placed in front of the microscope light source to optimize optical contrast and to minimize local heating of the sample. Two thin layers of glycerol ensured a good thermal contact between the cell and the ovens. The temperature gradient, perpendicular to the cell walls, is given by G = ∆T 4e κg κ LC , where e = 1 mm is the thickness of the glass plates, ∆T = T u − T b is the temperature difference between the upper and bottom ovens and κ g and κ LC are the thermal conductivities of the glass and the LC, respectively. By taking for κ LC the conductivity of water, we obtain κg κ LC ∼ 1/0.6, which gives G(K/m) ∼ 420 ∆T (K). In order to observe the Lehmann rotation, the cell is heated in the nematic/isotropic coexistence region. In the studied LCLC, the coexistence range is relatively large, of the order of 10-12
• C. Most of our observations are made at a temperature that falls roughly in the middle of the coexistence range. Nematic droplets are at rest when they nucleate under uniform temperature conditions, and start to rotate when a temperature gradient is imposed, revealing the Lehmann effect. Contrary to what is observed in CLC, we observe coexistence of droplets rotating in opposite senses. This is visible in Fig. 1 , and in Video S1 (scale bar 20 µm) of the supplementary material, where two neighboring droplets rotate with opposite handedness. We argue that the rotation is due to the spontaneous twist of the droplet director field, which can be positive or negative with the same likelihood, since the nematic phase is achiral.
Combined with the results reported for CLC, our experiments prove that the Lehmann rotation is due to the chirality of the director field and not to the chirality of the phase, thus confirming that the Leslie mechanism, which is only possible in a chiral phase, cannot explain alone the Lehmann rotation observed in CLC.
To go further in the analysis of the phenomenon, we have explored the influence of the temperature gradient, the droplet radius, and the elastic constants (through their temperature dependence) on the period of rotation, Θ, of the nematic droplets. • C (SSY concentration ≈ 0.95 mol/kg) in different temperature gradients. Here, T N I corresponds to the center of the nematic/isotropic coexistence region. Temperature difference, ∆T , ranges from 2.5
• C until 40
• C. For a given ∆T , the steady-state droplet size is increased (resp. decreased) by slightly decreasing (resp. increasing) the mean temperature around 45
• C, while maintaining a constant ∆T . Each dataset is fitted with a straight line with zero intercept. At least half a turn is analyzed for each rotating droplet, and only droplets with a well-oriented bipolar configuration -with the dipole axis perpendicular to G -are considered. We observe that higher G favor droplets oriented with their axis either parallel or perpendicular to G. At lower G, droplets with intermediate orientations are abundant but we do not analyze them because their tilt angle usually changes during the recording. Note that the droplets with their axis parallel to G do not rotate, which is expected since the director field is invariant under rotation about G. We also note that large droplets are unstable with respect to coalescence in high G. This explains why the range of measured radii decreases when G increases. Fig. 2 .a shows that Θ varies linearly with R for each ∆T , and increases when G decreases. Fig. 2 .b shows that it is possible to collapse all these data on the same master curve by plotting Θ∆T as a function of R. This proves that Θ is inversely proportional to G or, equivalently, that the rotation velocity is proportional to G. Finally, the period Θ for mixtures with different SSY concentrations, and so different coexistence temperatures and elastic constants, is plotted in Fig. 3 . Each dataset is taken at the same temperature gradient (∆T = 20
• C). This graph shows that the droplets slow down (the period of rotation increases) when the SSY concentration (or equivalently, the transition temperature T N I ) decreases.
In order to explain these data, we adapt the model of Ref. [15] , originally developed for CLC, to the twisted bipolar nematic droplets. In CLC, the driving torque for the rotation of the director is the Leslie thermomechanical torque given by Γ Leslie = ν n × ( n × G), where n is the director, and ν is so-called the Leslie thermomechanical coefficient. In the nematic case, this torque vanishes for symmetry reasons (ν = 0). Nevertheless, Akopyan and Zeldovich have shown that, in deformed nematics, the director can still experience a thermomechanical torque of general expression [32] :
where the thermomechanical force is given by
In this expression, m is the symmetric tensor of components m ij = (n i,j + n j,i )/2, and the ξ i 's (i=1...4) are phenomenological constants that account for the different modes of director distortion that may give rise to thermomechanical torques. We emphasize that a more exact derivation of expression (2) has been given by Pleiner and Brand in Ref. [33] , p. 44. In this work, the thermomechanical coefficients are denoted by Π i (i = 1...4) with the correspondence
, and ξ 4 = 2γ 1 Π 4 . By assuming that there is no flow -as in banded and oriented droplets of CLC [34] -we obtain that the texture rotates at an angular velocity ω given by
where V is the volume of the droplet and δ = e z × n − ∂ n ∂ϑ . Here, ϑ is the polar angle in cylindrical coordinates centered on the droplet (r, ϑ, z), and the unit vector e z is parallel to the z axis, which is perpendicular to the glass plates.
Expressions (2) and (3) may be used to calculate the rotation velocity of the twisted bipolar droplets for a given configuration of the director field inside the droplets. In order to simplify the calculations, we suppose that the planar anchoring at the droplet surface is strong and use an ansatz for the director field that combines a pure bipolar configuration, n b , and a pure concentric configuration, n c , namely n tb = n b cos(α)− n c sin(α), with α(ρ) = α 0 ρ/ρ 0 [35, 36] . Here, ρ is the radius in the cylindrical coordinates local to the droplet (ρ, ϕ, ζ), with the ζ axis taken along the bipole , and ρ 0 = R 2 − ζ 2 ((−R ≤ ζ ≤ R). The angle α 0 fixes the twist inside the droplet (inset in Fig. 4 ). This angle can be estimated by minimizing the Frank elastic energy of the droplet [36] , and it is found to only depend on the elastic anisotropy of the nematic phase, independently of the droplet radius.
With typical values of the elastic constants of the LCLC given in Ref. [30] , we estimated α 0 ∼ 70
• . We also measured α 0 experimentally by analyzing the transmittance through the center of droplets, and considering a twisted planar nematic configuration in the Mauguin regime, in which the polarization of light follows the director [36] . Using values for SSY birefringence reported in the literature [37] , our analysis yields α 0 = 100
• ± 3
• in the range of concentrations used here, which is of the same order as the previous estimate. Introducing the above approximation for the director field n tb in Eqs. (1)-(3) yields
2 , and
Note that the integrals J i (J d ), which are odd (even) functions of α 0 , are made dimensionless by using the variables x i ≡ x i /R and are calculated over a spherical volume V 1 of radius unity. The calculated ratios J i /J d , evaluated using Mathematica, are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the surface twist angle α 0 . They all vanish when α 0 = 0, which means that ω = 0 when the droplet is not twisted. This is expected because, in that case, the droplet is superposable to its image in a mirror containing the temperature gradient. But, since the droplet and its mirror image must have opposite velocities, this results in ω = −ω = 0. Eq. (4) shows that, in agreement with experiments, the rotation velocity ω is proportional to G and inversely proportional to R. It must be emphasized that the dependence in R arises from purely dimensional reasons in this model. Indeed, the only dimensionless quantity that can be formed with the variables R, G, ω, and the material constants γ 1 andξ (with dimensions N m −2 s and N K −1 , respectively) is γ 1 Rω/(ξG). This result holds if R is the only length scale in the problem, which supposes that the anchoring extrapolation length is much smaller than R (strong anchoring). From our experimental data shown in Fig. 2 .b, we can estimate a value for the ratioξ/γ 1 , by assuming that all theξ i are equal, and by taking α 0 ∼ 100
• we getξ γ1 ≈ 2.5 10 −10 m 2 s −1 K −1 . We measured the rotational viscosity with a rotating magnetic field according to the method described in Ref. [38] and by taking the value of the magnetic anisotropy given in Ref. [30] we get γ 1 ≈ 0.32 Pa s. This givesξ ≈ 8 10 −11 N K −1 . We obtained the sign ofξ by doping the LCLC with a small amount of the chiral dopant brucine sulphate. We verified, by measuring the twist angle in cells with homogeneous planar unidirectional (rubbed glass)/planar sliding (PVA coating) anchoring, that this substance promotes a right-handed twist in SSY. In the presence of this dopant, most of the droplets rotate in the same direction, with ω and G of opposite signs, which leads toξ > 0. We emphasize that our value ofξ is 50 times larger in absolute value than that measured experimentally in hybrid layers of nematic LC by Lavrentovich and Nastishin [39] and by Akopyan et al. [40] . This leads us to think that this model is, at most, qualitatively correct, and that another mechanism is involved as in the classical Lehmann effect. Only independent and more precise measurements of the coefficientsξ i , for instance in the geometry proposed by Poursamad in Ref. [41] , will enable us to settle this issue.
In conclusion, the Lehmann effect also exists in usual nematic LC. In the experiments reported here, the rotation is due to a macroscopic chiral symmetry breaking of the director field inside droplets with twisted bipolar director field. This configuration arises in SSY LCLC thanks to their giant elastic anisotropy. The main difference with respect to CLC is that here, droplets rotating in both directions coexist in the same sample, since their spontaneous twist develops indifferently to the right or to the left. This observation shows that the phase and the molecules do not need to be chiral to observe a Lehmann rotation. This is different from the Leslie thermomechanical effect, which can only be observed in chiral mesophases. In the future, it would be interesting to measure more precisely the thermomechanical coefficients ξ i introduced by Akopyan and Zel'dovich in usual nematics. Another question concerns the existence of similar terms in CLC. In principle, they should also ex-ist in CLC but it is not clear how to generalize Eq. 2 to this phase. In particular, it is not clear whether the thermomechanical force f T M must be "regularized" in order that it vanishes in a non-deformed cholesteric phase, the term in ξ 3 becoming problematic. Once this theoretical problem is resolved, it would be interesting to check the role of these terms in the classical Lehmann effect.
Nevertheless, we think that the thermomechanical terms are not necessary to explain the Lehmann effect both in nematic and cholesteric LCs.
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